Forge Your Own Path
In forging a path to a successful career in private practice, a reliable vehicle is needed. Weil provides associates with a strong, secure platform to help propel them forward.

Our roster of blue-chip clients, our balance among practices and geographies, and our diverse, supportive workplace environment are reflected in our perennial high rankings measuring Firm prestige and success.

Weil’s German offices are consistently highly recommended by JUVE, Chambers and Legal 500 for Corporate, M&A, Private Equity, Restructuring, Dispute Resolution and Tax.

6 partners are listed as recommended attorneys by JUVE

39 out of 100 on AZUR 100 Top-Arbeitgeber 2012 für Juristen.

97 individual partners ranked by Chambers USA

four consecutive AmLaw A-List rankings
Trailblazing Experience

To see where you’re going, it’s helpful to see where you’ve been.

At Weil, the way forward is clear: cutting-edge legal work for leading companies across multiple industries and multiple practices. Our clients, several of which are listed to the left, include long-established leaders and newer innovators that make headlines and shape the business landscape, both in the US and internationally.

29 practice groups

21 offices worldwide

$136,000,000,000,000

Weil’s global announced M&A deals in 2010

1235 number of attorneys worldwide
Make Each Step Your Own
Weil’s German Trainee Program (Referendariat) provides real work for real clients in a worldwide network of offices and opportunities to build your own network – all the things needed to begin setting a course of your own choosing.

“Tons of practice areas to find just where you fit in.”

“The social atmosphere has been amazing, and the Firm really allows its employees to grow as people, both intellectually and socially.”

“The partnership’s commitment to attorney and summer associate development is apparent the moment you walk in the door.”

“A good mix of high-end work and a relaxed atmosphere.”
One Firm, Many Paths to Success

As one of the first major law firms to institute a Firm-wide diversity policy and training program, Weil has been an innovator in bringing inclusion to the legal profession, and the effort continues today.

We are among the industry’s leaders, creating affinity groups for underrepresented groups, including lawyers of diverse backgrounds in Firm leadership, and helping practice leaders and mentors understand how diversity impacts associate development and retention and strengthens client relations.

5
number of Affinity Groups at the Firm

100
Weil earned a perfect score on the Human Rights Campaign’s Corporate Equality Index for LGBT-friendly employers

45
number of languages spoken by Weil attorneys worldwide

There are few cookie-cutter lawyers and little cookie-cutter work here.”

— Weil Summer Associate

43%
of newly promoted partners globally in the last 5 years were women
Our array of practice areas provides associates with multiple avenues to pursue their goals, ensures their access to sophisticated legal work, and offers the Firm a sound footing for future growth.

**Business Finance & Restructuring**

**Corporate**
- Banking & Finance
- Capital Markets
- Corporate Governance
- Financial Institutions Regulatory
- Fund Formation & Administration
- Hedge Funds
- Infrastructure
- Mergers & Acquisitions
- Private Equity
- Real Estate
- SEC Disclosure / Securities Regulation
- Structured Finance & Derivatives
- Technology & IP Transactions

**Litigation**
- Antitrust / Competition
- Appellate
- Bankruptcy Litigation
- Complex Commercial Litigation
- Employment
- Environmental
- Intellectual Property / Media
- International Arbitration & Trade
- Patent Litigation
- Product Liability
- Securities Litigation
- White Collar Defense & Investigations

**Tax, Benefits & Executive Compensation**
Pro Bono
The Place All Paths Converge

Everyone’s path might be different, but in one area we all walk in lockstep: the need to give back to the communities in which we live and work.

Our pro bono commitment runs broad and deep, touching upon human and civil rights, discrimination, political asylum, economic and community development, housing rights, wrongful convictions, and veterans’ rights.

Number of firms holding both major US awards for pro bono — the Pickering Award and the ABA Pro Bono Publico Award — at the same time:

1

lawyers in Weil’s ‘50 Hour Club’ in 2010

65,000+

hours of Weil’s pro bono work in 2010
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